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--Tom Goodliffe, the self-proclaimed big, friendly nerd, is back with a brand new show all about
time.
But just what is time? It's a question that has puzzled the world's foremost thinkers...Einstein,
Newton, Galileo, Plato, Aristotle... and now Goodliffe! In this smart, silly, somewhat science-y
stand-up show, Tom fuses facts and funnies, covering everything from the 10,000 year clock to
the 10 minute freeview.
Tom will take you on a whistlestop tour through physics, evolution, human nature, timekeeping
and cleaning out the fridge. It's fifty minutes about the stuff life is made of.
This is Tom's second solo Edinburgh Fringe show, following 2011's well-received debut "Tom
Goodliffe: The Good Liffe", his personal story of transformation from accountant to comedian.
Swapping spreadsheets for spotlights was clearly a good idea as after mixed bill Free Festival
shows in 2008 and 2009, Tom was selected for the prestigious Comedy Reserve at the
Pleasance in 2010.
Tom has recently provided tour support for The Boy With Tape On His Face, headlined Festival
of the Spoken Nerd and has performed at comedy clubs across the UK, from The Stand in
Edinburgh to Brighton's Komedia.
Performing stand-up since late 2007, Tom has won the annual new act competition "Beat the
Frog World Series" at Manchester’s famous Frog & Bucket comedy club. He has also won the
new act competition at London’s Comedy Cafe, appeared in a number of other competition
finals and was “runner up with special commendation” at You Must Be Joking at the Newbury
Comedy Festival.
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